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House prices in
Bermondsey compared

Bermondsey is a culinary and cultural focal point surrounded
by some of the capital’s largest regeneration projects.
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These factors have underpinned house
prices, which have climbed 114% since
2006 (figure 1).
House price growth over the coming
decades is likely to be further supported

by Bermondsey’s position at the heart
of a handful of large-scale regeneration
projects, which will be accompanied
by improvements to the public realm
and amenity.

Development
To the north of the district, in the vicinity of
Bermondsey Station, five large schemes
(60+ units) totaling almost 1,500 units have
been granted permission or are in progress
(figure 2). These are set to be delivered over
the next three to five years.
To the south, the New Bermondsey
regeneration scheme surrounding Millwall
Football Club will include a creative
media quarter, a new overground station,
a health complex, and more than 2,000
private homes.
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Bermondsey’s cultural offering is diverse.
The White Cube Gallery, one of Europe’s
largest commercial galleries, the Fashion
and Textile Museum, the only UK museum
showcasing contemporary fashion,
and 42-seat independent cinema Kino
Bermondsey, are all a short walk apart.

The project will include 2 million square
feet of offices and 1 million square feet of
leisure and retail space interspersed with
water and green public spaces. A short
walk away, Sellar Developments and
Notting Hill Genesis are delivering more
than 1,000 homes.

In addition, Maltby Street Market is known
throughout the capital and is regarded
as an alternative attraction to nearby
Borough Market. Now synonymous with

One mile to the east of Bermondsey, the
Elephant Park mixed-use development
is underway, including almost 2,500 new
homes and the largest new park in central
London for 70 years.

FIGURE 3

the craft drinks industry, a number of
micro breweries and gin distilleries
occupy the railway arches from South
Bermondsey station up to London Bridge
station. These factors have steadily
brought more visitors to the area, and
data from Transport for London shows
a 62% increase in entries and exits at
Bermondsey tube station between 2007
and 2017.
This trend is expected to continue as
the area’s cultural offering and range of
amenity continues to improve.

Average resale prices in Bermondsey, year to May 2018

On the southern fringe, the mayor and local
authorities plan to transform the Old Kent
Road. The Old Kent Road Opportunity Area
will include 20,000 new homes, supported
by a proposed extension of the Bakerloo
Line from Elephant and Castle to Lewisham
(figure 2). The council is also seeking to
bring a university to the area, alongside a
new cultural institution.
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At Canada Water, on the eastern fringe,
British Land has lodged a planning
application for a £4bn development
to be delivered over the next decade
that will include a new town centre and
3,000 homes.

These projects form part of a push by the
Greater London Authority to address a
long-term shortage of homes in the capital.
The GLA estimates a minimum of 65,000
new homes are needed per year in order
to keep up with demand, yet fewer than
40,000 dwellings were added in 2016/17. In
the borough of Southwark, official estimates
suggest 3,089 new dwellings are needed
every year until 2026 in order to meet
demand, while just 2,412 were delivered
during 2016/17.

Bermondsey Pipeline Projects of 60+ private units within 1.5km of Bermondsey station
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Transport

Outlook

The Jubilee Line extension in 1999 provided
a significant uplift to Bermondsey’s
transport connectivity. On this line, Canary
Wharf is only a four minute journey away,
while Westminster and Bank are just seven
and 12 minutes away (figure 4). The Jubilee
Line is one of five lines now operating a 24
hour service during the weekend.

As Britain begins the process of leaving
the EU, the London property market is
expected to experience some headwinds
as the negotiations progress. However,
our latest five-year forecast predicts that
average house prices in London will rise
by a cumulative 13.1% by 2022.

The Bakerloo Line extension is still at
consultancy stage, but has been supported
by the Mayor of London. If the new line is
approved, construction is scheduled to
start in 2023.

For the prime London market, higher
rates of stamp duty remain the biggest
impediment to activity levels, though the
higher rates are starting to be reflected
in more realistic pricing.

FIGURE 5 Connectivity:
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If you would like further insight into prime
residential markets please feel free to get in touch.
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Knight Frank Research provides strategic
advice, consultancy services and forecasting
to a wide range of clients worldwide including
developers, investors, funding organisations,
corporate institutions and the public sector.
All our clients recognise the need for expert
independent advice customised to their
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Figure 4 The number of viewings per office
in prime outer London was 18% higher in
June than the same month last year. This
reflects the resilience of underlying demand
and also the fact that price-sensitive buyers
are carrying out more viewings before
making an offer.
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Downwards trend for withdrawn properties

Viewings per office on the rise
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Prime London Sales
Index - July 2018

Figure 4 Rental values between £500 and
£750 per week declined by less than any
other price bracket in the year to June. It
has been the strongest-performing price
band since the start of the year and reflects
the relative strength of demand for lettings
properties at this price point.
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Number of tenancies agreed on the rise
Annualised % change
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Lower price band outperforms
Annual rental value change by price bracket
£500-£750/week
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“Some 4.7 million
homeowners have
variable rate mortgage
deals, according to
data from UK Finance.
This accounts for 27%
of all owner-occupiers
across the UK.”
Follow Gráinne at @ggilmorekf
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Knight Frank Research Reports are available at KnightFrank.com/Research

For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit our
blog or follow @KFIntelligence

Slower than
expected 2.5%
in 3 months
to May

If interest rates rise by a quarter point, it will
be the first time rates have been above 0.5%
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What will this mean for mortgage holders?
Many borrowers who have taken out a loan
in the last year or 18 months will see no
immediate change to their monthly mortgage
payments, as around nine in ten of all new
mortgages and re-mortgages taken out over
the last four years have been fixed-rate deals.
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Figure 3 The number of tenancies agreed in
prime outer London was 17% higher in the
year to June than the previous 12-month
period, Knight Frank data shows. The recent
pattern of increases began in October 2017.
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Will interest rates move in August?

Rents in prime central London rose
by 0.8% in the year to June, the first
annual rise since January 2016

2009

Average UK rents rose by 1% in the
year to June, the same rate of growth
as in May

2005

Prime central London prices slipped
0.4% in June, taking the annual
decline to -1.8%

for more than nine years. Even if the rate rise
doesn’t come this summer, expectations
are high that there will be one, if not two rate
rises this year.
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Figure 2 Annual rental value growth was
1.1% in June. It was the second successive
month of growth following a 28-month run
of declines. Rental values have strengthened
as supply has declined as more landlords
explore a sale following tax changes.
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Positive annual rental value growth returns
Annual % rental value change
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Economic and housing update
Every piece of economic data released in
the last few weeks has been pored over for
clues as to what it might mean for the Bank
of England’s rate decision on August 2nd.
Economists are split on whether the central
bank will move rates. The table below shows
how the data is being interpreted.

Head of UK Residential Research

Figure 3 The number of properties
withdrawn from sale declined 31% year-onyear in June. Properties are often withdrawn
because buyers will not meet the asking
price. The trend suggests asking prices
now more fully reflect buyer expectations as
higher rates of stamp duty are priced in.
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NB. Price forecasts are for existing homes. Property values in the new-build market may perform differently.
*Based on Knight Frank indices and boundaries, existing homes only.
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Decline in lettings listings reverses
Annualised % change in listings by price bracket
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Key facts July 2018
Average UK house price growth was
2% in June, down from 2.4% in May

In total, some 4.7 million owner-occupiers
have variable-rate mortgage deals, according
to data from UK Finance. This accounts for
27% of all homeowners across the UK (with
or without mortgages).

Bank of England base rate, 3-month Libor rate, housing transactions
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Figure 1 The number of lettings listings
above £2,000 per week rose 0.5% in the
year to June compared to the previous
12 months, Rightmove data shows. This
reversed a pattern of declines that occurred
as more landlords listed their property for
sale after tax changes. The reversal may
indicate pricing expectations for some were
not met in the sales market.
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Figure 2 The total value of £10 millionplus sales in June 2018 was £407 million,
the highest monthly total since December
2014. It highlights the strength of underlying
demand for prime central London property
despite a period marked by political
uncertainty.
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FIGURE 1

New prospective buyers rise in June
Year-on-year % change
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For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
our blog or @kfintelligence
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This report analyses the performance of single-unit rental properties in the second-hand prime central and prime outer London
markets between £250 and £5,000+/ week. For an analysis of the build-to-rent market and the institutional private rented sector
in London and the rest of the UK, please see our Private Rented Sector Update http://www.knightfrank.co.uk/research
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Figure 1 The number of new prospective
buyers in prime central London was 31%
higher in June than the same month
last year. Despite a period of political
uncertainty, the upwards trend highlights
the strength of underlying demand as asking
prices rebase.
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Oct-17

In the lettings market, rental growth has been
slowing for a year. However, as with the sales
market, rental performance is dependent on
the type of property, as well as its location.

Jun-17

Finally, and perhaps one of the biggest factors
in the market at present are the growing
affordability pressures in some parts of the
country – these will weigh on pricing.

Mar-18

Brexit will continue to create uncertainty in the
short-term. And while interest rate rises will
push up mortgage rates, the rates payable on
home loans will remain near historic lows in
the short to medium-term.

Feb-18

On a more regional basis, the North/South
divide in price growth has narrowed, with
the Midlands, East of England and North West

The market’s political and economic mood
music is a duet of Brexit and future interest
rate rises.

Sep-17

Secondly, stamp duty remains a curb on
transactions. However, in prime central
London, some parts of the market are moving
into positive price growth for the first time in
nearly two years. The trend is becoming
particularly apparent in areas where lower
prices more fully reflect higher stamp duty
charges.

Attention is focused on Bank of England rate-setters as they prepare
to deliberate whether to raise rates the highest level in more than nine
years, though they will still be ultra-low by historical standards.

seeing stronger growth and activity levels than
the traditional property powerhouses of
London and the South East, though large
discrepancies in capital values remain.

Certainly, the disconnect in some UK towns and
cities between rising demand – on the back of
stronger economic growth – and muted stock
levels, is contributing to price growth.

Dec-17

UK rental growth is expected to be
14% between 2018 and 2022

There are five main factors at play in the sales
market at present.
First, the balance between buyer demand
and the supply of homes being put up for
sale, which differs across the country.
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In London, price growth over the next
five years is expected to be around
13%, although prices are forecast to
dip this year
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Price growth across the UK is expected
to be 1% in 2018, and 14.2%
cumulatively between 2018 and 2022
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UK house price growth has slowed
from a peak reached three years ago,
although the annual rate of change
remains in positive territory

UK Housebuilding
Report - 2018
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